
KEY FEATURES
• Undetectable at 130m
• Detects moving people from up to 2km in 
daylight & up to 150m at night

• Post-mission data analysis & scene mapping
• Compact & quick to deploy in less than 55 sec
• Data secured for confidential missions
• Time & cost savings

D E S I G N  E D  F O  R  T H E  U . S .  A R M Y
M  A D E  F O R  E N T  R E P R I S E

DRONE USE IN  LAW ENFORCEMENT
With the rapid development of the drone industry towards professional, high-performance, compact and easy-to-use 
drones, they have become an essential tool and a must-have technology for law enforcement agencies in their day-
to-day and complex missions.  

From surveillance to search & rescue, critical missions or crime scene investigations, law enforcement agencies and 
police forces require the greatest discretion possible to perform their operations. 

ANAFI USA’s record low noise level makes it perfectly undetectable at 130m (0.08 miles) for quiet and discrete 
missions without raising any kind of awareness that might endanger the course of the operation. ANAFI USA’s 
integrated FLIR Boson thermal sensor is ideal to locate missing vulnerable persons or potential suspects safely at up 
to 150m (0.09 miles). Its 2 high resolution visual sensors can locate vital pieces of evidence, provide situational 
awareness or coordinate missions with an optimized resourcing. 

Post-mission analysis with Parrot’s FreeFlight app and compatible software provides the First Responders, Public 
Safety or Law Enforcement operators new ways to take effective and timely decisions by for instance mapping an 
accident scene quickly and safely to clear a road with Pix4Dmapper, by detecting missing persons or fires with 
Pix4Dreact, or by building, managing, and scaling their unmanned aircraft programs with DroneSense’s 
comprehensive drone management platform. 

ANAFI USA’s rapid deployment from unpacking to hand-launching in less than 55 seconds, and its compact and 
foldable design make it a mission ready critical tool that can be carried easily in all situations. It also helps law 
enforcement agencies save time and costs – with its easy-to-use and intuitive interface, operators do not need any 
more intensive trainings and requires fewer police patrols onsite.  

ANAFI USA can also be used for highly confidential missions with its secure WPA2 Wi-Fi connection and powerful SD 
card encryption (AES-XTS algorithm with a 512-bit key length). Manufactured in the United States, ANAFI USA is fully 
compliant with the Trade Agreements Act (TAA) and National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), and purchasable 
through the GSA Schedule of 2020.  




